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Five senses in EOL: language-sensitive environments
How to develop a language-sensitive environment step-by -step
This tool gives you five entry points for setting up language-sensitive environments. For each
entry point you will find examples to help you progress step-by-step towards your goals. These
steps correspond to 4 levels:
1. Beginner

2. Intermediate

3. Advanced

4. Expert

Plurilingual

Open

Immersive

4
3
2
1
0

Do not hesitate to use a diagram to get
an overview of the potential for
progress in your school.

Artistic

Sensitive

Towards plurilingual school development

Set up a
plurilingual
school display

Develop a
plurilingual school
communication plan

Include parents
when valuing
all languages

Extend the
school’s
linguistic offer

Examples
 Use all taught language
in the school’s display
 Make an exhibition on
multilingualism

 Give students the
opportunity to
contribute to more
inclusive school
communication
regarding the cultural
and linguistic diversity
of the school
community

 Share cultural and sport  Take the chance to
events with the parents
widen the linguistic offer
and use these as
at the school through
opportunities to value
new language classes,
the linguistic diversity
multilingual projects,
within the school
intercomprehension
community
activities, etc.

Towards an artistic approach in language class

Combine photos
and language

Explore the
cinema

Experience literature

Challenge your
students through
music

Examples
 Create a Kamishibai to tell  Have students perform
a story
public readings of
 Make an exhibition of
excerpts from novels
photos
that
illustrate  Use all spaces to
idiomatic
expressions,
display haiku or short
etc.
poems in all languages
taught

 Make dubbing of movie  Make a video clip in
scenes
flashmob mode from a
 Organise intercultural
song
cinema-debate nights for  Set to music a poetic
the entire school
text, for example in the
community
form of a slam

This is an output of the project “Learning environments where modern languages
flourish” (2016-2019) of the European Centre for Modern Languages (ECML). The
ECML is a Council of Europe institution promoting excellence in language
education in its member states.
http://www.ecml.at/Learningenvironments
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Towards language-sensitive learning and teaching

Introduce
the subject’s
literacy

Diversify
the semiotic
approach

Share the
disciplinary
discourse

Foster
intercultural
education

Examples
 Identify
the
specific
terminology
of
the
disciplines
in
an
"alphabet-book"
 Reflect with students on
the
differences
and
similarities
of
work
instructions in each
discipline

 Diversify discursive
practices in all
disciplines: project
narration, scientific
debates, slam science,
etc.

 Diversify ways of
presenting knowledge:
tables, maps,
diagrams, photos,
videos, etc.

 Enrich the course of
disciplinary materials in
different languages
 Promote the
intercultural didactic
experience of teachers
through partner schools

Towards immersive environments

Explore
cross-subject
projects

Try team-teaching
language + subject

Train for
CLIL/EMILE

Set up
immersive
teaching

Examples
 Language teachers and
subject teachers address
a common theme in their
classes

 Students work in
groups on a creative
project that mobilises
skills in the target
language and
discipline. Both
teachers are experts
whose support can be
requested by the
students.

 Students benefit from
some of the discipline
teaching in a foreign
language
 Allow a teacher of
history, geography,
mathematics, etc. to
have a partner class
intervene via skype for
example in a foreign
language

 Offer subjects in foreign
or regional language
 Offer students
binational tandem
teaching via skype for
example

Towards open linguistic landscapes

Value language
biographies

Observe intercultural
situations

Explore the city’s
linguistic
landscape

Enrich
the linguistic
landscape

 Take photos of the
city’s linguistic diversity,
discuss how
intercultural and
international the
landscape is and share
this diversity with
partners

 What could be the
mediation function of
your school be? Set up
a project to support
multilingualism in your
city

Examples
 Help learners to visualise
their repertoire through
language portraits
 Help learners to use their
full linguistic repertoire in
intercultural
communication activities

 Show students how to
use the tool
“Autobiography of
intercultural
encounters” to list and
value all day
intercultural facts
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